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Nelson 1 

In his 1946 review of Elizabeth Bishop's North and South, Robert Lowell identifies "two 

opposing factors" at work in Bishop's early poems. The first is "something in motion, weary but 

persisting," which includes "morality, memory ... the dawn that advances, illuminates and calls 

to work ... the waves rolling in on the shore, breaking and being replaced .. . and all those things 

of memory that 'cannot forget us half so easily as they can forget themselves."' The second, 

according to Lowell, is "a terminus: rest, sleep, fulfillment or death" (Life and the Memory of It 

185). Lowell's association ofthe breaking waves with the "first factor," with morality and 

memory, with movement, with illumination or knowledge, with the call to work, speaks to the 

varied symbolic significance water holds throughout Bishop's published works. For Bishop, 

water is a multivalent symbol. On the one hand, it represents sorrow, loneliness, homelessness, 

and the incapacity for decision or action. On the other hand, water is Bishop's preferred symbol 

for a freedom of thought and movement which rejects the easy "terminus" of"rest, sleep, 

fulfillment or death" and which she considered necessary for her happiness and creative work. 

Water and the Mind 

Bishop's most elaborate and famous exploration of water as symbol comes at the end of 

her poem "At the Fishhouses." In the poem's final stanza, Bishop's physical description of"the 

clear gray icy water" suddenly pivots into an extended contemplation of water as a symbol for 

knowledge: 



It is like what we imagine knowledge to be: 

dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free, 

drawn from the cold hard mouth 

of the world, derived from the rocky breasts 

forever, flowing and drawn, and since 

our knowledge is historical, flowing, and flown. (Poems 63, 64) 

Nelson 2 

In addition to making the obvious connection between knowledge and water, Bishop's 

conclusion evokes the process of reflection on at least two levels. First, the water in Bishop's 

description is not literally knowledge, or even like knowledge, but is instead "like what we 

imagine knowledge to be." Bishop is not drawing a correspondence between water and 

knowledge itself, but between water and the idea of knowledge as reflected in the imaginative 

mind. Second, in describing the reflective process by which knowledge is "drawn" or "derived" 

from the world, Bishop provides the reader with a portrait of the mind at work. Bishop's 

suggestion that knowledge, like water, is "drawn from the cold hard mouth I of the world" and 

"derived from the rocky breasts I forever" posits obtaining knowledge as a derivative process by 

which the mind extracts or "draws" what it knows from an external source, in this case the 

"rocky breasts." This process is, to some degree, irreversible, as knowledge is drawn from the 

rocky breasts "forever" and cannot be returned to its source. Nevertheless, the knowledge 

obtained is "moving, utterly free I .... flowing, and flown," which seems to suggest both the 

impossibility of storing knowledge in the mind indefinitely and the shifting nature of knowledge 

over time. Bishop thus provides in this single image not only a symbol for knowledge but a 

larger study of the relationship between knowledge and the mind. Water is both the object which 

moves the mind to reflect on knowledge and a symbol of knowledge as envisioned by the 
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imagination. It is an element which, by its very movement, suggests the mental process that ends 

in knowledge. For Bishop, the "clear gray icy water" of the Atlantic coast is an ideal illustration 

of the thinking, knowing mind. 

Zachariah Pickard notes that the "odd pairing of water and knowledge" in "At the 

Fishhouses" has a "precursor" in her poem "The Weed" (Pickard 74). In the surreal dream

narrative of this earlier poem, the "dead, and meditating" speaker's heart, which still contains 

"its final thought I ... frozen, drawn immense and clear," is divided by a growing weed, from 

which springs "a flood of water" (Poems 22-23). Once again, the water here is associated with 

the processes of the speaker's own mind. As the weed "lift[ s] its head all dripping wet" to 

respond to the speaker's questioning, Bishop inserts the parenthetical "(with my own 

thoughts?)," connecting the stream, however uncertainly, to the mind of the dreaming narrator. 

Pickard suggests that the "small, illuminated scene" contained within each drop, "[a]s if a river 

should carry all I the scenes that it had once reflected I shut in its waters," is representative of a 

sort of passive observational knowledge, which he contrasts with the more actively "derived" 

knowledge of"At the Fishhouses" (Pickard 80). Certainly, the speaker of"The Weed" appears 

to have a more passive relationship with knowledge- the stream of thoughts is "startling," it 

breaks from the "rooted heart" without any effort on the part ofthe "meditating" speaker. 

Nevertheless, "The Weed" resembles "At the Fishouses" in its use of flowing water to illustrate 

the mind. The flood of "racing images," which breaks from the "cold heart" and interrupts its 

"frozen" final thought, is a clear (if dream-like) representation of a mind divided by confusion or 

indecision, illustrated here by the "two rushing, half-clear streams" which stem from the 

fractured heart. The use of flowing water as a symbol for thought and indecision is common in 

Bishop's writing, and I will return to this idea at a later point. 
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Among Bishop's poems, "At the Fishhouses" and "The Weed" are perhaps the most 

elaborate examples of water as a metaphor for consciousness, but they are by no means the only 

poems where water is associated with thought. Bishop frequently characterizes water as a 

thinking agent, complete with the capacity for memory and its own set of conscious desires. 

There is, for example, the pond in "Chemin de Fer", "holding onto its injuries I lucidly year after 

year," the war which "the sea itself contrives I but hasn't put into action yet" in "Wading at 

Wellfleet" (Poems 9, 10). There is the "nervous water" of Quai D'Orleans, holding its 

"interview" with the light, and the threatening "spangled sea" of"Unbeliever", which "wants to 

destroy us all" (Poems 24, 29). In each of these passages, water appears as a mind in itself, an 

entity capable of sustaining thought and knowledge. There are also instances where water 

actively reflects the psyche of the poem's speaker, as in Bishop's famous poem "The Fish." In 

that poem's conclusion, as Bishop's narrator gazes at the living trophy she has pulled from the 

water, a pool of bilge water on the boat undergoes a sort of transformation: 

I stared and stared 

and victory filled up 

the little rented boat, 

from the pool of bilge 

where oil had spread a rainbow 

around the rusted engine 

to the bailer rusted orange, 

the sun-cracked thwarts, 

- until everything 

was rainbow, rainbow, rainbow! (Poems 43-44) 
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The staining of the "pool of bilge" by the oil is a physical process, one which has occurred 

outside of the speaker's mind and independently of the personal drama taking place within the 

boat. In the speaker's moment of triumph, however, the oily rainbow becomes a signifier ofthe 

victory which has filled "the little rented boat," an external confirmation of the speaker's 

conviction that everything is "rainbow, rainbow, rainbow!" The transformation of the bilge water 

by the oil parallels the transformation in the speaker's own psyche in response to her interaction 

with the fish, a transformation which culminates in the fish's release. 

If water is Bishop's favored image of the mind, it must be noted that it is also frequently 

a symbol of inaction and impotence. While the water in Bishop's writing frequently displays or 

illustrates the traits of a thinking consciousness, this consciousness is typically characterized by 

the inability to act. "The Fish," in which the transformation of the water precedes a positive 

decision, is an unusual exception to this rule. Elsewhere, the traits of consciousness which 

Bishop imparts to the water tend to be trapped in a kind of inescapable solipsism. "Wading at 

Wellfleet" personifies the waves breaking against the shore, whose jagged surfaces remind the 

speaker of blades on the wheel of a chariot, "spokes directed at the shin." Bishop here 

characterizes the waves as planning a great and terrible action: "A thousand warriors in the sea I 

could not consider such a war I as that the sea itself contrives" (Poems 9). The violence of the 

waves' intended war, however, is a plan it "hasn't put in action yet," and there seems to be little 

potential for these plans to be realized in the future. As Bishop's speaker notes, "The war rests 

wholly with the waves: I they try revolving, but the wheels I give way; they will not bear the 

weight." The waves may demonstrate the capacity to think, to plan, and even to desire some 

common goal, but they are incapable of acting meaningfully on the wading speaker or the larger 
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world. Unable to "bear the weight" of their intended action, they "give way" and harmlessly 

recede. 

The lake in Bishop's poem "Chemin de Fer" suffers from a similar combination of 

mindfulness and paralysis. The "little pond" lies among the "impoverished" scenery "like an old 

tear I holding onto its injuries I lucidly year after year" (Poems 1 0). The lake's "lucidity" implies 

intelligence as well as transparence, its ability to retain its injuries "year after year" suggests the 

capacity for memory, and the injuries themselves seem to imply unfulfilled wants or desires. 

Nevertheless, the lake, like the waves at Wellfleet, stands as an emblem of inaction and 

impotence. While the hermit in the poem fires his gun and screams that "Love should be put into 

action!" the pond offers back only an echo, which "tried and triedto confirm it." Properly 

speaking, the pond offers no response at all: the echo originates "[a]cross the pond" and does 

express directly the thoughts of the pond itself. Nevertheless, in "trying and trying" to confirm 

the hermit's sentiment, the echo "echoes" the crisis faced by the pond, which holds onto its 

injuries year after year but is unable to act as the hermit demands. Though cognizant of its 

desires, the lake is trapped in a solipsistic contemplation of past injuries, and cannot put its wants 

into action. 

The solipsistic contemplation of the lake resurfaces in Bishop's "Insomnia." Here, water 

serves as a gateway to imagined escape, rather than a reservoir of injured memory, as Bishop's 

speaker seeks solace in the reflected world of the water's mirror-like surface: 

So wrap up care in a cobweb 

and drop it down the well 

into that world inverted, 



where left is always right, 

where the shadows are really the body, 

where we stay awake all night, 

where the heavens are shallow as the sea 

is now deep, and you love me. (Poems 68) 
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Although the direct address "[s]o wrap up care in a cobweb" suggests an unspecified audience, 

the personal import of the poem's final line makes it clear that this is the speaker's own wish

fulfillment fantasy. The inverted image presented by the well offers the possibility of a world 

where the climactic "you love me" is true. It is important to note, however, that this image 

remains illusory. The "you love me" of the poem's final line is no more true in the real world 

than "left is always right," however much the speaker might wish it to be. By dropping care 

"down the well," the speaker chooses to imitate the moon in the poem's second stanza: "By the 

Universe deserted, I she'd tell it to go to hell, I and she'd find a body of water I or a mirror, on 

which to dwell." The moon's defiance of an uncaring Universe could perhaps be construed as a 

form of positive rebellion. Nevertheless, it is difficult to view her descent into narcissistic 

solipsism as a constructive act. Like the tear-lake of"Chemin de Fer," the dream-world reflected 

in the water is ultimately confined to itself: even the water's placement at the bottom of the well 

suggests confinement and separation. Entering the fictive universe of the well's reflection may 

allow the poem's speaker a desired escape, but it precludes engagement with the world. 

Some of Bishop's early poems even position water as the enemy or vanquisher of action 

or animating passion. There is, for example, the paralyzed protagonist of "The Unbeliever," who 

must keep his eyes shut and remain asleep for fear of the sea, which is "hard as diamonds" and 

"wants [him] to fall" (Poems 24). The "[f]ive remote red lights of"Late Air," which serve as 
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totems of passion, "witnesses to love on summer nights," engage in a similar escape from the 

water below. These lights are "Phoenixes," keeping their nests "where the dew cannot climb" 

(Poems 45). By contrast, the inferior love songs of the "radio-singers" are "distributed .. .I over 

the dew-wet lawns," their power presumably diminished or quenched by their proximity to the 

dew. Though water in Bishop's writing frequently suggests a conscious desire, it is consistently 

the enemy of action, including enacted love. Insofar as water is used to signify the mind, it 

signifies a mind unable to act on its environment and powerless to bring about its own will. 

Water and Sorrow 

Given the frequency with which Bishop associates water with powerlessness, it is 

perhaps not surprising that water imagery is also commonly linked with sadness. As previously 

noted, the impotent lake of "Chemin de Fer" is practically an embodiment of emotional pain. 

The lake itself is even likened to "an old tear'; its primary concern is with "holding onto its 

injuries." Tears are, in fact, quite prevalent in Bishop's published works. Crying and tears are 

among her most frequently recurring images. 

Bishop's weeping grandmother, for instance, forms the emotional backbone of the poem 

"Sestina." In a scene drawn from Bishop's Nova Scotia childhood, the grandmother works at the 

stove, "laughing and talking to hide her tears," which proliferate in the child's mind to fill the 

entire poem (Life and the Memory oflt 13). To the child speaker, the grandmother's tea is a cup 

of"dark brown tears," and the "little moons" from the grandmother's almanac "fall down like 

tears I from between the pages of the almanac I into the flower bed" of the child's drawing 

(Poems 121-122). Bishop's selection of tears as one of her sestina end-words ensures that the 

image of the tear infiltrates and unites every stanza of the poem. In "Sestina," tears are 

everywhere present. The literal tears of the speaker's grandmother are mirrored in the tea, in 
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"the rain that beats on the roof of the house," in the words of the almanac, and even in the child's 

own drawing, such that the sorrow held in the grandmother's tears saturates the entire house and 

the childhood experience of the speaker. Bishop returned to this scene repeatedly: the weeping 

grandmother appears in her non-fiction story "Memories of Uncle Neddy," and again in her 

semi-autobiographical "In the Village" (Prose 241-242, 259). In the latter story, the narrator's 

grandmother sits "in the kitchen stirring potato mash for tomorrow's bread and crying into it." 

The child is offered and tries a spoonful of the mash, which "tastes wonderful but wrong," thus 

consuming in a literal sense the sorrow which pervades the child's home. 

Jeffrey Powers-Beck has linked the common appearance of tears in Bishop's poetry to 

the influence of the seventeenth-century poet George Herbert. Herbert, as Powers-Beck points 

out, was one of Bishop's "favorite poets and greatest influences," and "The Weed" is 

consciously modelled after Herbert's poem "Love Unknown," in which the speaker's corrupted 

heart is "washed, and wrung" by the Lord ("the very wringing yet I Enforceth tears") (Powers

Beck 69, 75, Herbert 112). Powers-Beck makes the compelling argument that, "[w]hile Bishop 

could not share Herbert's spiritual destination, she admired the resolution that transformed" 

Herbert's penitential tears "into sacrament and art" (Powers-Beck 82). 

It is important to note, however, the limited power of tears to enact real transformation in 

Bishop's poems and prose. "The Man-Moth," which includes one of Bishop's most famous and 

memorable tears, concludes with the following description of the lonely title character: 

If you catch him, 

hold the flashlight to his eye. It's all dark pupil, 

an entire night itself, whose haired horizon tightens 

as he stares back, and closes up the eye. Then from the lids 



one tear his only possession, like the bee's sting, slips. 

Slyly he palms it, and if you're not paying attention 

he'll swallow it. However, if you watch, he'll hand it over, 

cool as from underground springs and pure enough to drink. (Poems 17) 
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Powers-Beck links the Man-Moth's tear to the "draught of vintage" in Keats' "Ode to a 

Nightingale" and suggests that the offering of the tear is "a kind of ritual offering of emotion 

refined and transformed into art" (Powers-Beck 79-80). This argument, however, perhaps 

overstates the potential of the tear to enact positive transformation in the mode of Herbert. The 

final description of the tear as "cool as from underground springs and pure enough to drink" does 

seem to link the tear to some fundamental and wholesome source. Nevertheless, the Man

Moth's behavior in shedding the tear suggests the same kind of solipsistic paralysis that 

characterizes Bishop's other images of water. Although the tear slips from the Man-Moth's eye 

"like a bee's sting," it offers no notable protection from the figure who has caught and seemingly 

fixed the Man-Moth in the glow of the flashlight. The Man-Moth, in fact, makes an attempt to 

protect the tear, by "slyly" palming it and attempting to swallow it. The act of swallowing the 

tear suggests a desire to retain and digest his own sorrow, much like the lake in "Chemin de Fer" 

which "holds onto its injuries I lucidly year after year." Powers-Beck may be right to note that 

the sharing of the tear constitutes an "offering of emotion" which externalizes the Man-Moth's 

suffering, but the sorrow represented by the Man-Moth's single tear is just as incapable of 

enacting positive change as the tear-lake of"Chemin de Fer" or the waves in "Wading at 

Wellfleet." 

It should be acknowledged that in some respects the image of the tear differs from images 

of lakes, seas, and wells. The tear is a biological product. It is the end result of processes both 
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psychological and physiological and includes traces of chemicals absent from regular water. In 

the early uncollected poem "The Reprimand," Bishop seems to acknowledge this distinction as 

she discourages the "inquisitive tongue" from tasting tears, remarking that "tears belong I only to 

eyes" (Poems 226). Tears are "unsuitable to a savoring" because of their saltiness. Their 

"residue is sorrow, salt and wan," the "bitter enemy" of the tongue. Interestingly, however, it is 

the water in the tears, not the salt, which seems to contain the element of sadness: the tears' 

"deepest sorrow" is "[wrung] from water." In fact, the salt content of the tears appears as a 

limiting factor on sorrow. Saltiness gives tears "an antidotal gift for drying"; "salt puckers tear 

drops up" and allows the tears "a dignity in display." This idea interacts interestingly with some 

of Bishop's other tear images. The tear of the Man-Moth contains no salt and is potable, "pure 

enough to drink," and yet this purity seems to encourage either the solipsistic consumption of the 

tear or the robbery of the Man-Moth's "only possession." Grandmother's tears, mixed with the 

potato mash, taste "wonderful but wrong," a description which implies both the temptation of 

indulging in Grandmother's sadness and the prohibitive, limiting power of the tears' saltiness. 

The freshwater "tear" of the lake in "Chemin de Fer" "[holds] onto its injuries I lucidly year after 

year," while the salty water of"At the Fishhouses," which would "surely burn your tongue," 

serves as a symbol ofknowledge, "clear, moving, utterly free." The cumulative effect ofthese 

passages is to suggest the tear as both an image of sorrow and a symbol of resistance to sorrow. 

Water, insofar as it forms the base ofthe tear, signifies sadness, and robbed of its saltiness it 

becomes a symbol for solipsistic anguish. The saltiness of the tear itself, however, discourages 

the physical consumption of the tear, ensures the eventual "drying up" of sorrow, and tends to 

signify a sort of stoic dignity, perhaps the "weary but persisting" factor of Lowell's North and 

South review. 
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Water and The Home 

In her acceptance speech for the 1976 Books Abroad I Neustadt International Prize for 

Literature, Elizabeth Bishop reflected on the ways her life as a poet had imitated the action of her 

poem "Sandpiper": 

Mr. Ivask has selected a poem called "Sandpiper" to be printed in the program today, and 

when I saw that poem, rather old now, I began to think: Yes, all my life I have lived and 

behaved very much like that sandpiper- just running along the edges of different 

countries and continents, "looking for something." I have always felt I couldn't possibly 

live very far inland, away from the ocean; and I have always lived near it, frequently in 

sight of it .... I find it extremely gratifying that, after having spent most of my life 

timorously pecking for subsistence along coastlines of the world, I have been given this 

recognition from so many different countries, but also from Norman, Oklahoma, a place 

so far inland. (Life and the Memory of It 517-518) 

The acceptance speech speaks volumes, reflecting Bishop's unsettled existence, her belief in 

travel as necessary to her poetic work, the complex relationship between the ocean and the home 

in Bishop's mind and writing, and perhaps even a hint of longing for the settled locale of 

Norman, Oklahoma, "a place so far inland." Bishop's life and work were defined by travel, by 

"pecking for subsistence along the coastlines of the world," and by a homelessness or 

uprootedness which stemmed equally from necessity and choice. 

There is no doubt that Bishop suffered from a uniquely unsettled childhood. Her father's 

early death and her mother's subsequent mental illness and institutionalization left her without 

parents, and though her early years with her maternal grandparents in Nova Scotia were 

generally happy, Bishop's later "kidnapping" by her paternal grandparents and removal to an 
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unhappy home in Boston probably ruined any chance of a comfortable, settled home life (Life 

and the Memory oflt 3, 11, 14, 20). Even in the house of her beloved aunt Maud, who 

"rescued" Bishop in 1918 and whom Bishop credited with having "saved her life," she could not 

escape the sense that she was "always a sort of guest" (18). In her time at boarding school, 

Bishop was always at a loss for a place to stay for the holidays, a crisis which never entirely left 

her. A lack of close relations meant that holidays remained a lonely and uncomfortable time, 

even into Bishop's later years (28, 487, 515). 

It is perhaps a mistake, however, to assume that Bishop suffered from a strong sense of 

homelessness. In her insightful essay "In the Village: Bishop and Nova Scotia," Sandra Barry 

argues that Bishop's "mobility was not gratuitous- it was rooted in historical and personal 

causes that gave Bishop profound experiences - thus knowledge - in early life." Barry also 

points to Bishop's own, illuminating words on the subject: "I've never felt particularly homeless, 

but, then, I've never felt particularly at home. I guess that's a pretty good description of a poet's 

sense ofhome. He carries it within him" (Barry 101). Bishop's expressed attitude here recalls 

her characterization of herself, in the Neustadt acceptance speech, as "running along the edges of 

different countries and continents, 'looking for something,"' and both quotes certainly support 

Barry's contention that Bishop's unsettled childhood was more than just a cause for loneliness. 

Bishop's insistence on "pecking for subsistence along coastlines of the world," and the link she 

clearly saw between this movement and her work as a poet, is evidence that, however lonely 

Bishop's unsettled childhood may have been, Bishop assumed the varied geographies of her life 

as an important and indispensable part of her creative work. 

Home and homelessness are nevertheless important themes in Bishop's writing, and her 

contemplation of home as a real or imagined sanctuary frequently intersects with her treatment of 
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water. Water, in Bishop's poems and prose, is a force in conflict with permanent residence. One 

of Bishop's strongest impressions of Santarem Brazil was of the "precariousness of the houses," 

held above the running water of converging rivers by stilts. The image appears in an unfinished 

poem "On the Amazon," where "[a] bar on stilts, a bird on stilts I a boy on stilts -I stem the river 

with straws or toothpicks I stick a straw in the water for security," and again in her finished poem 

"Santarem," with its "belvedere I about to fall into the river" (Life and the Memory of It 308-

309, Poems 207). A similar image opens "Memories of Uncle Neddy," as the sea at flood tide 

threatens to "cross the avenue and start rising slowly up the base of the apartment building, as 

it's been known to do" (Prose 227). The physical threat the water poses (or appears to pose) to 

the residences in these passages resurfaces yet again in "Squatter's Children," though perhaps 

with added metaphorical resonance. The rain in "Squatter's Children" falls in spite of the 

children's "little, soluble I unwarrantable ark" as "the storm piles up behind the house," and the 

children are left "wet and beguiled" as "the threshold of the storm I [slides] beneath" their 

"muddy shoes" (Poems 93). In the final stanza, Bishop's speaker addresses the children directly 

in a tone that seems at first reassuring: "you stand among I the mansions you may choose I out of 

a bigger house than yours, I whose lawfulness endures." However, any reassurance the children 

might take from this enigmatic statement is purely illusory. The "bigger house" proves to be no 

less soluble than the children's "unwarrantable ark"; its "soggy documents retain I [the 

children's] rights in rooms of falling rain." The laws ofthe larger world may endure, but they 

can and will do nothing to shield the children from the storm. If the "little, soluble I 

unwarrantable" shelter in which the squatter's children live provides the semblance of a 

permanent home, the falling rain is the bitter reminder of their homelessness. 
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Water also appears as a foil or threat to the home in a purely psychological sense. The 

protagonist of Bishop's story "The Sea and Its Shore" lives in a tiny wooden house on a beach 

which he is tasked with keeping clean of papers. The house is "more like an idea of a house than 

a real one"- it lacks a window or a real door, with "nothing at all inside." Nevertheless, it 

provides real refuge for the trash collector Boomer, sheltering him when the wind "too strong or 

too cold" and providing him a place to rest and read (Prose 171). The sea, by contrast, appears to 

Boomer as a force threatening to his livelihood: 

On the nights that Boomer was most drunk, the sea was gasoline, terribly dangerous. He 

glanced at it fearfully over his shoulder between every sentence he read, and built his fire 

far back on the beach. It was brilliant, oily, and explosive. He was foolish enough then 

to think that it might ignite and destroy his only means of making a living. (174) 

The "means" to which the passage refers are the papers which Boomer collects from the beach, 

and around which the whole of his intellectual life revolves. The threat of immolation posed by 

the sea in this passage is significant not only because it would destroy Boomer's livelihood but 

because it would rob him of the fixed pleasures which his home and occupation represent. 

Boomer's house is a "shelter ... for thinking in" (172). It is useful primarily in that it offers him 

a place to do his reading, to pour over the fragmented scraps of print which he tries, 

unsuccessfully, to piece into a coherent whole (175-179). Boomer's settled life revolves around 

these scraps - to an extent, they even help to comprise the home itself, as Boomer uses "several 

layers" of paper to "keep out the cold wind from the sea." When Boomer imagines the sea as an 

incendiary threat to the beach-strewn papers, the water becomes an antagonist to his entire mode 

of existence. 
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Boomer's anxieties about the sea should probably not be taken too seriously. His 

"literary life" is farcical, his attempts to piece together meaning from random scraps of print are 

doomed to failure (172). If anything, "The Sea and the Shore" could be read as a critique of the 

kind of settled, hermetic intellectual life which Boomer seeks in his minimalist beach-home. In 

Boomer's limited view ofthe world and mistrust of the sea there is perhaps a trace ofBishop's 

"Unbeliever," who must keep "his eyes closed tight" at the top of his mast for fear that the sea 

"wants to destroy us all" (Poems 24). That character, like Boomer, is farcical, his fear of the sea 

grounded in dream rather than reality. Nevertheless, "The Unbeliever" follows "The Sea and the 

Shore" and "Squatter's Children" in its use of water as a (real or imagined) threat to the settled 

life. Bishop's recurring images of houses threatened by water, her repeated use ofthe sea as an 

imagined threat to home and safety, suggest water as a kind of symbolic foil to the home. 

Water and Freedom 

Thus far I have attempted to demonstrate that water, in addition to being Bishop's 

preferred symbol for the mind, commonly signifies inaction, impotence, sadness, and the threat 

of homelessness. Looking at this range of symbolic meanings, it might appear at first glance that 

the water in Bishop's writings carries a wholly negative connotation. After all, a mind beset by 

solipsism, impotence, sorrow and homelessness is hardly a cause for celebration. It would be 

wrong, however, to assume on the basis of these negative associations that water for Bishop is a 

negative image. For all its symbolic baggage of sadness, helplessness and homelessness, water 

serves as a vital and positive force in much of Bishop's writing because it also functions as a 

symbol for freedom, one of her most prized and fundamental values. 

I have previously noted the ways in which the famous closing stanza of Bishop's "At the 

Fishhouses" uses water as a symbol and illustration of the mind at work. Perhaps just as 
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important, however, is Bishop's emphasis on the water's uninhibited freedom. The "clear gray 

icy water" is "icily free above the stones," "Moving, utterly free," "flowing and drawn," 

"flowing, and flown" (Poems 63-64). Bishop's repetition of "free" and "flowing" places a 

clearly intentional emphasis on the water's unhindered mobility. Bishop's description of the 

water as "icily free ... I above the stones and then the world" even seems to suggest a 

transcendence of all earthly inhibition. As a symbol ofknowledge, the water's utter freedom 

reflects Bishop's faith in the limitless freedom of thought, a theme I will return to later in this 

essay. It also reflects her common association of water with endless, unfettered movement. 

Bishop's Amazon poem "The River Man," which details the calling and work of a man in 

communion with the spirits of the river, mystically positions the water as a gateway to travel at 

the speed of thought. The poem's title character, receiving his calling and entering the water, 

travels for "miles, under the river" but is "back again in a minute." Under the water, he moves 

"faster than you can think it I ... upstream and downstream, I ... under the floating canoes, I right 

through the wicker traps"; unlike the Man-Moth, he can "never, never" be caught by the curious 

observer (Poems 103-107). The lightning-fast and unhindered travel ofthe River Man as he 
. ' 

follows "the river's long, long veins, I to find the pure elixirs," has obvious parallels with the 

instantaneous movement of the thinking mind, particularly the kind of searching poetic 

consciousness which characterizes Bishop's speakers and Bishop herself. The River Man is, in 

large part, a fantasy of freedom. It imagines the possibility of travelling, of searching, in a real 

and physical sense, as quickly and as freely as the mind or the flowing river. 

Flowing streams and rivers are a common thread in Bishop's Brazilian poems. In 

"Questions of Travel," the "crowded streams" move "too rapidly down to the sea, I ... turning to 

waterfalls under our very eyes"; spilling over the mountain tops, they keep on "traveling, 
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traveling," despite the fixedness of the larger scenery (Poems 91 ). The streams here, like the 

River Man's Amazon, are a force of uninhibited movement, escaping the "barnacled" immobility 

of the "capsized mountains" through free and spontaneous transformation. Similar imagery 

occurs in "Santarem," with its two rivers "grandly, silently flowing, flowing east" (Poems 207). 

Again, the flowing water is a force of free transformation: restrictive "literary interpretations" of 

the scene are "resolved, dissolved, straight off I in that watery, dazzling dialectic." Even in 

Bishop's native Nova Scotia, "where the bay leaves the sea I twice a day and takes I the herrings 

long rides," flowing water constantly animates and transforms the landscape (Poems 189). 

Whether "the river I enters or retreats I in a wall of brown foam" depends on whether or not the 

tide is in or out, and this variable action of the water transforms even the sunset: "sometimes the 

sun sets/ facing a red sea," but at others it illuminates only "the flats' I lavender, rich mud." 

When water appears in Bishops' landscapes, it tends to appear as a force of movement and flux. 

Against the Settled Life 

I have previously suggested that the Bishop's water imagery often carries connotations of 

sadness. It would perhaps be more accurate or complete, however, to say that sadness appears as 

a common attribute of stagnant or imprisoned water. The mournful lake of "Chemin de Fer" lies 

year after year in its bed "like an old tear"- it does not and cannot flow freely like Bishop's 

Brazilian or Nova Scotian rivers. The solipsistic mirror of "Insomnia," which is powerless to 

cure the sorrow of the speaker, is also confined to the bottom of a well. The frequent tears of 

Bishop's poetry belong "only to eyes"; their saltiness endows them with "a gift for drying" 

which discourages them from flowing too freely. Even the saltless tear of the Man-Moth is 

restricted to the singular and slyly palmed before it can run away. In Bishop's depictions of 

rivers and oceans, which flow freely and without restriction, the negative emotional baggage of 
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these images tends to be absent. This trend reflects the high value Bishop placed on freedom and 

movement, but it is also indicative of her general suspicion of the settled life. 

Bishop was not immune to the desire for a home of her own: her celebrated villanelle 

"One Art" includes "three loved houses" among the list of lost, loved possessions (Poems 198). 

Nevertheless, her depictions of the home tend to be ambivalent at best, and home frequently 

appears as a confining or oppressive element. When Boomer' s minimalist house is praised in 

spite of his limited mode of living because "everything that makes most houses nuisances had 

been done away with," the obvious implication is that a more complete enclosure would also be 

more confining. The nature of this confmement, and the kind of "nuisances" Bishop wished to 

avoid, are powerfully and frequently attested to in her prose writing, especially in her 

autobiographical and semi-autobiographical stories of childhood. 

In Bishop's story "The Country Mouse," which relates the events of her childhood 

"kidnapping" by her wealthy paternal grandparents and her subsequent life with the Bishops, the 

home is plagued with more than just "nuisances." Although the house occupied by the Bishops 

is "gloomy," with "something ominous, threatening, lowering in the air," confinement and 

oppression is not necessarily a feature of the house itself: Bishop describes her curious 

explorations of the "old colonial pre-Revolutionary house" with obvious delight (Prose 17, 24-

25). Instead, it is the social obligations and expectations of living in the home which are 

oppressive. Grandma Bishop is full of ideas about what is proper for little girls. Bishop must 

have a doll (though none of her Nova Scotian dolls are of acceptable quality), she must have a 

new, acceptable wardrobe, she must bring home friends from school to play with, and she must 

learn to play the piano (16-17, 26, 32). Her Canadian patriotism is unacceptable, as are her 

tentative attempts at dinner conversation (26-28). She is "bored and lonely" in the frigid house, 
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left "on the same terms in the house" as the dog, Beppo, who suffers from a "peculiar Bostonian 

sense of guilt" and punishes himself for vomiting (21, 31). Bishop's general experience in the 

house is one of both confinement and alienation. Encountering such loneliness and restriction in 

the closest place Bishop had to a home must surely have shaped her attitudes towards home life, 

and it is perhaps not surprising that the home lives of her fictional characters reflect this 

loneliness and oppression. 

Bishop's prose stories are filled with orphans and lonely children. "The Baptism" tells 

the story of three struggling, apparently parentless sisters, while "The Farmer's Children" 

features two sons who have lost their mother and been placed in the care of a distant and 

uncaring stepmother (Prose 159-160, 193-195). The speaker ofthe mostly autobiographical "In 

the Village" is left with Nova Scotian grandparents as her mother undergoes repeated mental 

breakdown and institutionalization (252). The familial displacement in these stories is an 

obvious source of unhappiness for the children themselves: the sisters of "The Baptism" have 

their economic hardship, the step-children of"The Farmer's Children" are mistreated and 

unhappy, the speaker of "In the Village" is haunted by the screams of her mother and left 

unattended and uncared for during a frightening fire (251, 270-271). The repercussions ofthis 

disrupted family order are not felt only by the children, however. The fragmented family order 

of Bishop's prose stories can have toxic repercussions for adults as well, as in her story "The 

Housekeeper." Mrs. Sennett, the principal figure of that story, finds herself trapped in the role of 

caretaker to the "bad, noisy children" of a Catholic widower, despite her stated desire to escape 

from the work and rest. The final scene finds Mrs. Sennett vacillating once again between 

remaining as the children's housekeeper and leaving the tiresome work, insisting on her intent to 
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quit even as the children "[hang] on to her skirt and [tug] at her sleeves, shaking their heads 

frantically, silently saying 'No! No! No!"' (207, 210-211). Frustrated familial desires lead here 

to a toxic and stifling conflict of interests. The children desperately, "frantically" cling to Mrs. 

Sennett as a surrogate mother, while Mrs. Sennett desperately wishes for rest, for the freedom to 

"look at the bay all winter" and live a self-determined life, but finds herself unable to resist the 

pleas of the children and their needy father. In "The Housekeeper," the fragmentation of the 

family is a source of pain and oppression which spreads beyond the family itself, threatening to 

imprison any who come under the sway of the broken household. 

Given the way these stories reflect Bishop's own lonely childhood and the negative 

psychological weight they attach to the loss of one or both parents, it might be tempting to take 

them as evidence of Bishop's frustrated desire for a more "normal," intimate and loving family 

life. There are places, however, where Bishop appears skeptical even of affectionate and 

relatively stable households. Bishop's general ambivalence about home and family is perhaps 

nowhere clearer than in the story "Gwendolyn," a semi-autobiographical childhood narrative 

drawn from Bishop's years in Nova Scotia (Life and the Memory oflt 18-19). The speaker of 

"Gwendolyn" yearns for the visible affection shown to a sick childhood friend: she watches 

"with envy" as the diabetic Gwendolyn's parents embrace her "over and over," "almost [eating] 

her up, alternately, as if she really were made of sugar" (Prose 217). The speaker's own 

Grandparents, by contrast, are so reserved as to tum away in disgust and embarrassment; their 

own displays of affection are "nothing like" .those shown to Gwendolyn. The envy Bishop's 

speaker feels upon watching Gwendolyn's parents betrays an obvious longing for the kind of 

close parental relationship of which the speaker, and Bishop herself, were deprived. 
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At the same time, however, the details of Gwendolyn's relationship with her parents 

suggest a home life that is harmful in its own right. Gwendolyn's parents fail to restrict her 

intake of sugar despite her diabetes; the speaker's grandparents note disapprovingly that they 

"would not obey the doctor's orders and gave her whatever she wanted to eat, including two 

pieces of cake for tea" (216). She is brought to picnics and allowed to drink tea with sugar, even 

as her diabetic attacks and comas become life-threatening (218-219). To an extent, this lenience 

on the part of Gwendolyn's parents stems from a toxic, fatalistic complacency. When 

Gwendolyn reveals to Bishop's narrator that her mother allows her to say her prayers in bed 

because she is going to die, it suggests a flat acceptance of Gwendolyn's imminent death which 

in other circumstances might be seen as laudably stoic, but which appears somewhat disturbing 

in light of her parent's refusal to actively treat her disease (220). Gwendolyn is smothered with 

affection, but it is an affection which refuses to set healthy boundaries and which lacks an 

obvious drive to preserve and protect her. As attractive as the attention given to Gwendolyn 

might appear to the lonely speaker, Bishop's story seems to suggest that parental love can be 

every bit as toxic as parental absence. 

There are also places in Bishop's writing which appear to condemn the settled life more 

generally. I have previously touched on Bishop's characterization, in "The Sea & Its Shore," of 

most houses as "nuisances," and the implicit critique contained in Bishop's satirical treatment of 

his narrowly-focused existence. Bishop's story "In Prison," published less than a year later, 

offers a similarly comical critique of the too-settled life. The story's unnamed speaker fervently 

hopes and waits for imprisonment, convinced that he will find his "proper sphere" only within 

the confines of a prison cell (Prose 181 ). Like Boomer, however, the speaker is an object of 

satire, his goals both questionable and comically unattainable. Though he is quick to harp on the 
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philosophical difference between "Choice and Necessity," he appears to have chosen prison as 

his "proper sphere" on the basis of his fondness for prison narratives and because he admits he 

will never succeed in the world "at large" (183-184, 190). As the speaker himself admits, prison 

is attractive not because it frees him to pursue some great work but because it limits the possible 

range of his ambition to a less imposing scale: 

In the world, ... I am very much under the influence of dress, absurd as that may be. But 

in a place where all dress alike I have the gift of being able to develop a "style" of my 

own, something that is even admired and imitated by others. The longer my sentence, 

although I constantly find myself thinking of it as a life sentence, the more slowly shall I 

go about establishing myself, and the more certain are my chances of success. Ridiculous 

as it sounds, and is, I am looking forward to directing the prison dramatic association, or 

being on the baseball team! (190). 

The obvious frivolity of the speaker's goals here, and the comically long time frame he requires 

to complete them, are perhaps enough to invalidate the speaker's aims in and of themselves. 

Certainly, a life sentence seems an awfully long time to spend playing baseball in prison. Even 

the speaker's farcically slight ambitions, however, are comically improbable. He insists on 

having a prison cell with the right spatial dimensions, the right furnishings, the right style of 

paint on the walls, the right sort of view from the single window (a courtyard paved with stone is 

preferred) and the right kind of "very dull book" to read (185-188). The intricacy of the 

speaker's aesthetic demands, and his desire to find them in prison of all places, are comical 

because they are so obviously impossible to realize. One cannot give up one's freedom 

intentionally and then expect to have exactly the aesthetic existence one desire forced on oneself. 

The speaker himself ironically betrays the paradoxical impossibility of his aims when he 
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concludes that "to be acted upon in this way is the only logical step for me to take" (191). The 

satire of "In Prison" rests on the implicit assumption that finding aesthetic fulfilment through 

confinement and deprivation is impossible. The kind of aesthetically stimulating life which the 

speaker appears to desire requires a freedom and variety of experience which cmmot be attained 

in confinement to a single location. 

Against the Settled Mind 

Bishop's distrust of the settled life was not merely geographical. Throughout her career, 

she tended to shy away from dogmatic belief systems and rigid philosophical stances, despite an 

obvious attraction to certain forms of religious devotion and Christian art. Bishop was deeply 

attracted to the blended religious faiths she encountered in the popular devotions of Mexico and 

Brazil, and she often looked to religious poets as sources of solace and inspiration (Life and the 

Memory oflt 167, 169). Brett Candlish Millier notes Bishop's particular debt to the poets 

George Herbert and Gerard Manley Hopkins, whom she read "deeply and regularly from her 

college days forward," and with whom she shared a "distinctly modest voice" and a tendency to 

minimize or avoid the celebration of the self (Modesty and Morality 49). Certainly, the 

influence of both poets can be readily seen in Bishop's work. Millier makes a compelling case 

for the influence of Hopkins on both the rhythmic qualities of poems like "The Fish" and the 

"meditative digressions" of poems such as "At the Fishhouses"- Bishop herself wrote an essay 

on Hopkins' prosody while at Vassar and praised him for his "poetic psychology" (Modesty and 

Morality 53-55). Herbert's influence is perhaps even stronger and more direct: Bishop's "The 

Weed" was explicitly modelled on Herbert's "Love Unknown," and Bishop admitted to her 

friend Joseph Summers that the single tear of the Man-Moth was likely inspired, however 

unconsciously, by an image from Herbert's "Praise" (Brown 295, Powers-Beck 80). So 
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profound was Herbert's influence on Bishop that at one point she stopped reading him for fear 

that she was "trying to write seventeenth-century poems rather than twentieth-century ones" 

(Powers-Beck 84). 

Even so, Bishop was willing to follow the example of the devotional poets only to a 

point. For all her interest in expressions of faith, Bishop herself was "not religious," and while 

many ofher poems show the influence of Christian religious poetry, they always stop short of 

embracing Hopkins' or Herbert's religious faith (Brown 295). Jeffrey Powers-Beck notes, for 

example, that while Bishop's use of tear imagery sometimes suggests a "nostalgia for the 

Christian iconography of tears," and frequently mimics Herbert's use of tears as a symbol of 

religious transformation, Bishop's tears are fundamentally "secular" in significance (Powers

Beck 78-80, 82). Whereas the tears of Herbert's "Love Unknown" signify repentance and 

spiritual change, the tear-like streams of"The Weed" are at best "quasi-sacramental"; in the 

words of Powers-Beck, they "seem to provide a secular analogue to the Christian mystery of 

suffering" but without the promise of spiritual restoration or union with God (79). 

That Bishop drew heavily from the poetry of Herbert and Hopkins but chose to stop short 

of embracing their explicitly dogmatic conclusions reflects her general distrust of religion in the 

modem age. Asked in a 1966 interview what she thought of the "religious poetry of the 40's," 

Bishop expressed her disapproval for "modem religiosity in general" on the grounds that "it 

always seems to lead to a tone of moral superiority" (Brown 295). The aversion to "moral 

superiority" is immediately evident in several of Bishop's treatments of religious subjects. In 

"Seascape," the solemn lighthouse is caricatured as a clerical figure "who lives on his nerves," 

"thinks that hell rages below his feet," and is certain that Heaven "has something to do with 

blackness and a strong glare" (Poems 41 ). The lighthouse, like a blustering priest, insists on 
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these fire-and-brimstone judgements despite the obvious beauty ofthe seascape itself, which 

"does look like heaven." His moral superiority, his certainty that "he knows better," drive him to 

ignore the sensory evidence: the "white herons got up as angels," the "bright green leaves edged 

neatly with bird-droppings I like illumination in silver," the occasional fish jumping "like a wild

flower I in an ornamental spray of spray" cannot move him to see the "celestial" nature of the 

scene because what he already knows (or believes he knows) conflicts with such an 

interpretation. 

The willful blindness of figures like the lighthouse would have been especially heinous in 

Bishop's eyes because it violates two of her highest values: modesty and accuracy. The 

"accurate" reporting of details and events was of tantamount importance to Bishop -though she 

admitted that "[s]ometimes a poem makes its own demands," she insisted on trying "to stick as 

much as possible to what really happened," and once told a told a student "I always tell the truth 

in my poems" (Life and the Memory oflt 196). She insisted on modesty almost as fervently, 

both in her own poems and in the art she admired. Bishop "never cared for grand all-out 

efforts"; she maintained that she was "not interested in big-scale work as such" and that 

"[s]omething needn't be large to be good" (Modesty and Morality 55, Brown 295). By contrast, 

she explicitly identified a "strange kind of modesty ... a sort of helplessness but determination" 

as one characteristic "that I think one feels in almost everything contemporary one really likes," 

and praised her favorite poet Herbert not for his scope and ambition but for his "absolute 

naturalness of tone" (Modesty and Morality 56). No wonder, then, if Bishop was eager to avoid 

the "tone of moral superiority" which she detected in contemporary religion. The lighthouse in 

"Seascape" is clearly a figure of satire, but its failure to accurately perceive and interpret the 

scene around it, as well as its preference for the grand, "strongly worded" statement, suggest 
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some of the very serious reasons Bishop may have had for failing to follow in Herbert or 

Hopkin's religious footsteps. The lighthouse is neither accurate nor modest. Its moral 

superiority blinds it to the reality of the scene and leads it into the kind of artificial judgements 

and grand theorizing which Bishop sought to avoid in her own writing and in the writing of 

others. 

Bishop's antipathy toward grand gestures and dogmatic thinking extended to the political 

and secular as well as the religious. Bishop claimed that she "was always opposed to political 

thinking as such for writers," and skeptical as to whether this "political thinking" produced any 

writing of merit (Brown 293). Despite describing herself, at different periods, as a "socialist," an 

"anarchist," and a "radical," Bishop was uncomfortable with political commitment and failed to 

align herself permanently with any one ofthese designations (Life and the Memory oflt 138, 

200, Brown 293-294). Bishop, in fact, was consistently hesitant to embrace all-encompassing 

systems of thought or to assign her experiences concrete meaning. In her essay "Bishop and the 

Natural World," Susan Rosenbaum compellingly illustrates Bishop's avoidance or rejection of 

the Romantic tendency to imbue the natural landscape with meaning. Although poems like "At 

the Fishhouses" resemble the Romantic lyric in their search for "reconciling and mediating truths 

in nature," Bishop "resists a spiritual resolution to man's alienation from the natural world and 

does not depict a nature that 'radiates' moral law" (Rosenbaum 66-67). The landscape of"At the 

Fishhouses" thus remains "powerfully alien"- it "opposes transformation into culture" and does 

not actively suggest obvious or comforting truths about itself or nature. The knowledge "derived 

from the rocky breasts" is "drawn" and "historical"; it is obtained through effort rather than 

inspiration and does not necessarily reflect any inherent or transcendent meaning contained in 

the landscape itself. 
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Frozen Homes and Frozen Minds 

Bishop's distrust of fixed homes and fixed ways ofthinking finds obvious expression in 

her images of water (or the lack thereof). Whereas liquid water suggests freedom of movement, 

Bishop's depictions ofrestrictive homes and restrictive belief systems are often accompanied by 

images of frozenness or dryness. In her prose story "The Farmer's Children," for example, the 

unhappiness of a fractured and restrictive home is paired with the descent of a fatal snowstorm. 

The story's two principal characters, the children Emerson and Cato, are left in the care of their 

uncaring stepmother while their father has gone into town, "mostly to drink" (Prose 194 ). In the 

opening scene, Cato engages in a kind of imaginative retreat by playing at escaping a shipwreck. 

Cato's escape into the free-flowing world of his nautical fantasy is cut short, however, as his 

stepmother intervenes and threatens to beat him for upsetting his sister (195). The bleak and 

relatively fixed circumstances of Cato's actual life are represented symbolically not by water but 

by ice. Cato and Emerson are sent, despite their somewhat justified reluctance, to spend the 

night watching the bam in their father's stead, only to be caught out and killed by the arrival of a 

heavy snow, a fate which metaphorically (and, perhaps, a bit heavy-handedly) mirrors the cold 

and oppressive environment of their unhappy home (203). 

A similar (and similarly unsubtle) link between ice, fixedness and death appears in 

Bishop's story "The Baptism," although in this case the frozenness signifies an oppressive faith 

in addition to an oppressive home. Like Emerson and Cato, the three sisters of "The Baptism" 

live in an unhappy and fragmented home. They ·struggle financially and must rely on the support 

of friends; their lack of family seems to suggest that they are orphaned (Prose 159-160). The 

primary conflict of"The Baptism," however, does not arise from tensions within the home. 

Instead, spiritual crisis arrives in the form of the zealous Christian missionary Miss Gillespie, 
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whose visit (along with the unsettling death of a neighbor's infant child) inspires the youngest 

sister Lucy to embrace an increasingly radical religious faith (161-168). The increasingly ascetic 

demands of Lucy's faith culminate in a frantic desire to be baptized as soon as possible in the 

Baptist style, despite the local river being frozen for the winter. When the river finally thaws and 

Lucy insists on being baptized, she contracts a fatal cold from the freezing water and dies in a 

state of feverish delusion. Like the snowstorm of "The Farmer's Children," the frozen river of 

"The Baptism" is clear, if not subtle, in its negative symbolic significance. The frozenness ofthe 

river corresponds not only to stillness of the death which it brings about but to the toxic rigidity 

ofthe faith which Lucy embraces, the uncompromising zealousness of which strains the sisters' 

previously happy relationship to the breaking point and leads Lucy into delusions not 

substantially different from those she experiences in her dying fevers (164-166). 

Joyless and fanatical commitment can be represented by dryness as well as frozenness. 

Bishop concludes her nonfiction story "Mercedes Hospital" with an image which, though subtler 

and less dramatic than the climaxes of"The Baptism" or "The Farmer's Children," carries much 

the same symbolic significance. "Mercedes Hospital" largely concerns Bishop's description and 

assessment ofthe caretaker Miss Mamie, a figure who, despite her complete and "saintly" 

commitment to her unselfish work, is "capable of arousing the same feelings that the saints do: 

profoundest admiration and suspicion" (Prose 69). That Miss Mamie arouses Bishop's suspicion 

along with her admiration can be partly attributed to Bishop's general distrust of saintly figures, 

a distrust she associates in "Mercedes Hospital" with "the ambiguous nature of all good deeds, 

the impossibility of ever knowing why they are being performed" (70). Even in Miss Mamie's 

less suspicious characteristics, however, there is a noticeable lack of mirth or sensitivity. The 

most unsaintly and therefore "consoling" thing about Miss Mamie is, in fact, her "absence of 
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tenderness." Bishop juxtaposes the questionable goodness and joyless sterility of this figure and 

her workplace with a final, evocative symbol of possible happiness: 

I go out, and the palm branches move slowly like prehistoric caryatids. The Mercedes 

Hospital seems so remote and far away now, like the bed of a dried-up lake. Out of the 

corner of my eye I catch a glimpse ofthe salty glitter at its bottom, a slight mica-like 

residuum, the faintest trace of joyousness. (71) 

Bishop's characterization of the Mercedes Hospital as a dried-up lake is at once striking and 

typical. The Hospital is dry for the same reason the river in "The Baptism" is frozen - because 

Bishop found in the conspicuous absence of running water the perfect symbol for the 

oppressiveness and joylessness of a fixed and dogmatic way of living. 

The Dazzling Dialectic 

If Bishop's characterization of Mercedes Hospital as a dried-up lake suggests dryness as 

a negative symbol, the ''joyousness" ofthe "salty glitter at its bottom" hints at the opposite, 

positive significance of her images of running, flowing water. I have previously noted the 

common association in Bishop's prose and poetry ofwater with freedom of movement, and the 

negative feelings she harbored toward confining environments and fixed modes of thought. In 

light of these misgivings, it is perhaps not surprising to find that water, as Bishop's preferred 

symbol ofmovement, also signifies life, joy, and the freedom ofthought which she viewed as 

indispensable to her creative work. 

In the previous section, I touched on two of Bishop's images of frozenness, both 

associated with the death of at least one character. A third, and perhaps even more explicit, 

example of this thematic link appears in Bishop's poem "First Death in Nova Scotia," which 

describes the table supporting a dead cousin's body as a "white, frozen lake" and attributes the 
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body's pale coloring and wisps of red hair to the unfinished work of"Jack Frost" (123-124). But 

if the ice in Bishop's poetry and prose is consistently linked with death, running water, and the 

free-flowing movement with which it is associated, is equally symbolic of life. Bishop's poem 

"Song for the Rainy Season" catalogues the movements and sounds of the running water which 

fills the landscape and rises "in a private cloud" of vapor about the speaker's house, as well as 

the forms of animal, vegetable, and fungal life which surround and inhabit it- the "giant fern," 

the "ordinary brown /owl," the "fat frogs ... I shrilling for love," "silver fish, mouse, I 

bookworms," even the "mildew's I ignorant map" on the wall (Poems 99-100). This abundant 

life, however, is not to last, being helplessly dependent on the continued flow of the water- the 

disappearance of the one coincides necessarily with the disappearance ofthe other, as the end of 

the rainy season "kills I or intimidates, much I of all our shadowy /life!" As the brook ceases to 

flow and the "waterfalls shrivel/ in the steady sun," the "owls will move on," and the rest of the 

flourishing life will be "kill[ ed] I or intimidate[ d]" as well, dying a seasonal death or forced into 

less conspicuous modes of living. 

This sort of link between water and life is perhaps not in itself a revelation. The 

dependence of life on a supply of water is natural fact, and Bishop is certainly not unique in 

acknowledging this relationship. However, Bishop's decision to include, at the end of the poem, 

the specific address of the Brazilian home she shared with her long-time lover Lota de Macedo 

Soares implies that the poem is more personal than a simple meditation on water and life. That 

Bishop chose to specifically identify the place, and the house, described (and did so more 

precisely than in any other poem) speaks to the personal significance of the place and season and 

suggests that the poem concerns the cycles of human life as much as it does the cycles of nature 

(Life and the Memory oflt 304-306). Viewed in this light, the flowing streams and waterfalls 
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which characterize the poem's "dim age I of water" become symbols not only of animal life, but 

of a particular, joyous time of human flourishing. 

Bishop's "North Haven," an elegy written upon the death of Robert Lowell, makes a 

similar movement, using imagery of floating and fixedness to contrast the dynamism of 

flourishing human life with the stillness of inevitable death. The poem opens with the speaker's 

admission that "The islands haven't shifted since last summer, I even if I like to pretend they 

have I ... and that they're free within the blue frontiers of bay" (Poems 210). The contrast 

between the speaker's fantasy of free movement and the actual fixedness ofNorth Haven, 

"anchored in its rock," mirrors the contrast between Lowell's changeable, living self and his 

fixedness in death. "You can't derange, or re-arrange, I your poems again," Bishop laments in 

the poem's final lines, "The words won't change again. Sad friend, you cannot change" (211). 

Bishop's particular emphasis on the now permanent immutability of the "words" which 

comprised Lowell's creative work suggests that she saw the end of Lowell as a dynamic, creative 

entity as a particularly bitter reality. That Bishop chooses to characterize his death, and the end 

of his work as a poet, in terms of an end to "change" is evidence of how fundamental the 

dynamism and freedom ofthe creative process were to Bishop's conception oflife and its worth. 

For Bishop, the kind of freedom and mutability symbolized by water was a vital 

component of both happiness and creative work. In a revealing passage from her essay "Efforts 

of Affection," Bishop describes her fruitful visits to the house of Marianne Moore as a kind of 

nautical descent: 

The atmosphere of260 Cumberland Street was of course "old-fashioned," but even more, 

otherworldly- as if one were living in a diving bell from a different world, let down 

through the crass atmosphere of the twentieth century. Leaving the diving bell ... one 
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was apt to have a slight case of the moral bends - so many things to be remembered; 

stories, phrases, the unaccustomed deference, the exquisitely prolonged etiquette- these 

were hard to reconcile with the New Lots Avenue express and the awful, jolting ride 

facing a row of indifferent faces. Yet I never left Cumberland Street without feeling 

happier: uplifted, even inspired, determined to be good, to work harder, not to worry 

about what other people thought, never to try to publish anything until I thought I'd done 

my best with it, no matter how many years it took- or never to publish at all" (137). 

Bishop's striking metaphor here suggests a movement which, unlike the flowing rivers or sea 

voyages of many ofher other water images, is vertical rather than horizontal. Bishop's journey 

into the Moore home is a journey downward, into the depths. It is, nevertheless, an image of 

water and of travel, and carries many of the associations we have come to expect from such 

images. Entering the "diving bell" ofthe Moore home is an experience of mental and moral 

dislocation- it gives one a case of the "moral bends" and renders the familiar, "crass 

atmosphere" of the contemporary moment strange and "jolting." As usual, however, this 

unsettled state leaves Bishop feeling joyful, rather than sad or homeless. Perhaps just as 

importantly, Bishop's "submersion" in the Moore household inspires and facilitates her creative 

work as a writer. 

At the center of this happy and transformative experience is the intellectual dynamism of 

Marianne Moore herself, illustrated, once again, with an image of water. Beneath all the 

"subaqueous pressure" of the home, Moore "[rises] triumphant, or rather her voice [does], in a 

lively unceasing jet of shining bubbles." In this free outpouring ofMoore's intellect, Bishop can 

"[see] forming the elaborate, logical structures that become her poems" (137-138). If Bishop's 

visits to the Moore home inspire her to "work harder" as a writer of poems, it is because she sees 
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in Moore's dynamic conversation the intellectual spontaneity and freedom which she saw as the 

ultimate source of poetic writing. 

Bishop's resistance to fixed or dogmatic interpretations, her insistence on free thinking 

and free movement, and her association of flowing water with the freedom necessary for her 

poetic work are perhaps nowhere more clearly evident than in an image from her poem 

"Santarem." In that poem, Bishop's travelling speaker recalls wanting "to stay a while" at the 

"conflux of two great rivers, Tapajos, Amazon, I grandly, silently, flowing, flowing east" (Poems 

207). The speaker "like[ s] the place," or at least "the idea of the place," because of the way its 

mingling waters resist the restriction and artifice of imposed meaning: 

Even if one were tempted 

to literary interpretations 

such as: life/death, right/wrong, male/female 

- such notions would have resolved, dissolved, straight off 

in that watery, dazzling dialectic. (Poems 207) 

The image calls to mind the "lively unceasing jet" of Marianne Moore' s conversation, and like 

that conversation, the "watery, dazzling dialectic" has the effect of effacing comfortable and 

familiar modes of thought, clearing the way for a freer and more creative mode of perception. In 

the dynamic, "dazzling" meeting of the two rivers, Bishop finds an image ofthe free, accurate, 

creative urge which resists fixed systems of meaning and which she saw as fundamental to the 

creation of her work. Bishop felt the urge to "stay a while," to remain, for a moment, still, only 

in places which encourage this freedom of thought and action. 

In his review of North and South, Lowell identifies as one of the "two opposing factors" 

in Bishop's poetry a "terminus" consisting of"rest, sleep, fulfillment or death." What Lowell 
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perhaps failed to realize is that for Bishop, rest and fulfillment were incompatible. Bishop was 

always most at home, most joyous, when she was most free, "timorously pecking for subsistence 

along the coastlines of the world." Water, despite its associations with sadness, tears and 

homelessness, is in the end an image more joyous for Bishop than sad, because it symbolizes the 

freedom she saw as the key to her life and her work. 
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